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Abstract

Architecture and music have a long inter twining histor y. These respective creative forces many times have 

collaborated into monumental place, harboured rich occasion, been catalyst for cultural movement and 

defined generations. Together they transcend their respective identities. From dinky local church to mon-

strous national stadia, together they are an intense concentration, a powerfully addictive dosage where 

architecture is the place, music is the faith, and people are the reason. 

Music is a programme that architecture often celebrates in poetic and grand fashion; a superficial excuse to 

symbolise their creative parallels. But their relationship is much richer and holds more value than just the 

oppor tunity to attempt architectural metaphor. While music will always overshadow the architecture in the 

sense of a singular event, architecture is like the soundman behind the mixing desk. It’s not the star front 

and centre grabbing your attention, but is responsible for framing the star. It is the foundational backdrop, 

a critical pillar. Great architecture can help make great music. In this sense music is a communication of 

architecture, it is the ultimate creative function. 

Christchurch, New Zealand, is a city whose story changed in an instant. The seismic events of 2010 and 

2011 have become the overriding subject of its historical narrative, as it will be for years to come. Dis-

aster redefines place (the town of Napier, struck by an ear thquake in 1931, exemplifies this). There is no 

quantifiable justification for an exploration of architecture and music within the context of Christchurch. 

The Town Hall, one of New Zealand’s most architecturally significant buildings, is under repair. The Christ 

Church Cathedral will more than likely be rebuilt to some degree of its former self. But these are echoes 

of the city that Christchurch was. They are saved because they are ar tefact. Evidence of histor y. This thesis 

makes the argument for the new, the better than before, and for the making of oppor tunity from disaster, 

by proposing a ‘new’ town hall, conceived from the sound of old.



Fig. 0.01 Thesis Indgredients. 
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Preface

This thesis began with the electric guitar. The instrument which laid the foundation for modern, popular 

music in all its forms, and an instrument I have been playing for the last ten years. What is fascinating about 

the electric guitar is that it is a technological anamoly, an innovation that was conceived and designed, and 

then never changed. The most popular guitars today are the same they were 50 years ago. While some tiny 

details have changed, the core ingredients of the innovation remain the same.

Moreover, the electric guitar, unlike any other other electricfied instruments (keyboards, electric drums)is 

that it is also still analogue, authentic, non-synthetic. While the electric guitar has not changed, the tech-

nology that frames it has. Amplification, computers, effects proccessors, the electric guitar now sits on the 

threshold between the analogue and digital. It can be both authentic and synthetic simultaneously.

As a musician, composer and songwriter, I often transpose ideas from music to architecture and back again, 

finding many similarities and differences, leading to the basis of this research: what can architecture learn 

from modern music’s analogue and digital duality?





Contents

Fig. 0.02 Architecture parodies of famous album cover. Unless otherwise stated all images are the authors own work.
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Track 01

This research is born out of the complicated, analogue and digital realities that occupy the modern world. Architecture and 

music as a combined entity, commonly known as a ‘venue’, sits on the cusp between the analogue and digital, physical and 

vir tual, acting as a threshold. Music in the 21st century is a digital commodity “like running water or electricity” (Bowie, 

2002). Music can be listened to anywhere, anytime and is inherently tied to our sense of hearing, yet we still find greatest 

satisfaction in the experience of live performance. Not because we are seeing or hearing it live, but because we are feeling 

it. A sense of physical presence in the music. The vibrations. Bass amplified through walls, floors, wood and metal. People 

jumping, moving, dancing. The hairs on the backs of necks standing up. It is these characteristics that we are not rewarded 

with in the digital world. The digital world runs on efficiency and productivity. Making things easier. Analogue has no excuses. 

It is more gripping, more difficult, more risky, yet ultimately more rewarding. This hunger for analogue experiences will not 

dissipate, despite the onset of the digital age.  People still read books made of paper and vinyl records are the fastest growing 

music platform (Britton, 2015).

I’m aware that sales of vinyl records are going through the roof. It’s just crazy to see that. That speaks about so many things 

about what the artefact, the object of a vinyl record signifies to people versus a digital download, a file. People, in the end, have 

an emotional connection with a great record and with the artist.

The Edge

When architecture and music come together it is the meeting of two distinct creative forces of differing temporality. In many 

ways they are similar constructs that operate with different relativity to the human perception of time, both as a processes 

and in their existence. Architecture, as the ar t of building, is slow, ongoing and exists for long periods of time. Music on the

I notice that as the Net provides free or cheap versions of things, the “authentic experience”—
the singular experience enjoyed without mediation—becomes more valuable.

Brian Eno

Introduction
the analogue and digital complex



other hand, as a live phenomenon is shor t, instantaneous, of the moment. In saying this, technology is capable of capturing 

music’s temporality and give it permanence. It is now the peripheral elements of the analogue experience in live perfor-

mance that define the temporality, the aspects that reward the sensory experience of feeling.

In some sense we consider the analogue and digital as two separate entities or realities. However, in truth, digital does not 

exist as a “thing”. Everything is analogue. Everything must be analogue, because humans are an analogue species. Digital is 

nothing more than a process of translation of analogue information or action through a system. For instance, the process of 

typing, an action that predates the “digital,” is an analogue action, i.e . the pressing of a key. This analogue action is fed through 

a digital system and then translated back out to an analogue existence: that of light waves which can be read by the human 

eye. In many ways, the so called “digital world” merely imitates or simulates our analogue one, like that of the Instagram 

filter which recreates the effects and styles of photography of traditional pre-digital camera technology, or simulations that 

emulate the sounds of classic analogue guitar tube amplifiers. Because the “digital” doesn’t exist per se, it doesn’t have a 

native state. The information we place through it often depicts our true analogue reality, (or in some cases depicts what we 

want our analogue reality to be). In the context of creative fields, whether it be ar t, architecture or music, and processes are 

simply the translation of knowledge or an idea into a par ticular medium. Naturally that medium must have some analogue 

state for it to be understood by the human brain. What digital is, an information processor, in the creative sense is something 

that takes away control from creator to the output medium. For instance, a person with pencil and paper has much greater 

control in the output compared to that with person composing an image in computer program. There is still an amount of 

analogue control, but as it is being processed through a digital system, the output is an interpretation of an analogue action 

rather than a direct consequence, such as the act of pencil mark on paper. However again, the image the digital system is 

creating is likely an imitation or representation of analogue process. All processes have a level of analogality ; the more digital 

a process is, i.e . the amount of control an element of technology has over the output, the lower the level of analogality, but 

there will always be, no matter how small, some analogue action. All creative practice star ts with an analogue action. The 

digital is merely a threshold that analogue operates through, until such time that human beings are implanted with a USB 

socket and ideas can digitally processed from the brain, ala The Matrix.
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Composition                                                                           noun 

1. the nature of something’s ingredients or constituents; the way 

in which a whole or mixture  is made up. 

2. a creative work, especially a poem or piece of music .

                                                                                              

Methodology is defined the key terminology of composition. While architecture is largely associated with the verb ‘design’, 

music is considered to be the output of the process of ‘composition.’ That being said, architecture too can be seen as creative 

output that is composed. In the English language, compose, and it’s relatives have a clearer interpretation than that of the 

word design. And while ‘composition’ can describe the process of creating and the output of architecture, ‘design’ is not word 

that generally applies to corresponding workings of music. For this thesis the over arching methodology is the translation of 

compositional techniques and ideas from music to that of architectural creation. Where design can be any number of creative 

process, some more tangible than others, composition quite simply is just the practice of putting something together. 

Method
the nuts and bolts of architectural interrogation 



 
The selected site for the architectural exploration is nor th of the Cathedral Square, adjecent to Victoria Square across 
the river from the Christchurch Town Hall. With the exception of three at the far end, all buildings on this site have been 
demolished as a result of the 2011 Ear thquakes. Currently there are no specific plans for the site, but it borders the proposed 
‘Nor th Frame’,  Convention Centre and Peforming Ar ts Precincts, as per the Christchurch Blueprint.

Site
the thing architecture generally goes on top of (or underneath)

Fig. 1.01 Site looking from across the Avon. as of July 2016. 
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Fig. 1.02 Site Plan from Cathedral Square north to the Christhchurch Town 
Hall., showing the degree of demolition. 





11Fig. 1.03 Site plan in relation to the wider 
Christchurch region. Showing planned 
Blueprint precincts. 



Fig. 1.04 3d site model of Christchurch Central 
showing pre-quake buildings that still remain. 
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Track 02

…but sometimes those halls didn’t seem exactly suited to the music I was making or 

had made. So I asked myself: Do I write stuff for specific rooms? Do I have a place, 

a venue, in mind when I write? Is that a kind of model for creativity? Do we all make 

things with a venue, a context, in mind?
David Byrne

Architecture and music’s shared histor y is a long and rich narrative of creative exploration, both in the creation of spaces 

for the purpose of musical performance and the architectural thresholds that envelop them. In many ways architecture has 

shaped music’s composition for centuries. The under lying relationship is that the form of space has strong bearing on how 

something sounds, or what is commonly known as acoustics. Generally speaking, the pursuit of music composition is to 

produce a piece that is pleasing or rewarding to listen to, something that simply sounds ‘good’. Hence when one is compos-

ing, they will be tuning to whatever happens to sound desirable in whatever space they may be. The process of composing 

music is both an exploration of the sonic capabilities of an instrument or musical tool and the environment that it is being 

explored in. American musician David Byrne, of Talking Heads fame, elaborates on how he sees music as a creation of sounds 

for par ticular spaces.

Most of the popular music that we know now has a big part of its roots in West Afr ica. And the music there, I would say, 

the instruments, the intr icate rhythms, the way it’s played, the setting, the context, it’s all perfect. It all works perfect. 

The music works perfectly in that setting. There’s no big room to create reverberation and confuse the rhythms. The 

instruments are loud enough that they can be heard without amplification, etc ., etc . It’s no accident. It’s perfect for that 

particular context. (Byrne, 2010). 

The same is true for other forms of musical composition. Choral music, which is mostly associated with churches and ca-

thedrals, sounds as it does with no key changes, long notes and almost no rhythms, because the acoustic proper ties of 

cathedrals flatter such composition. Large spatial volumes combined with the hard surface of stone construction create a 

Feel the Byrne
a relationship between music and architecture



highly reverberant space. Music with complex detailed rhythms, like the aforementioned West African tribal music would 

be incomprehensible in such space (Byrne, 2010). The examples continue; the rooms in which Mozar t composed in were 

“smaller, even less reverberant, so he can write really fr illy music that’s ver y intricate -- and it works” (Byrne, 2010)

Through technological innova-

tion music has taken two different 

routes. There is live music as it had 

always been, and there is recorded 

music, and the two don’t necessar-

ily have to correspond. Historically 

speaking, recorded music can be 

seen as a representation of live 

music, in a similar way that a plan 

or a model is a representation of 

architecture. An ar tist, par ticular ly 

bands or groups of musicians, re-

cord their music to capture the 

essence of their live performance. 

However, as recorded music has 

evolved, principally in the digital age, the respective roles between live and recorded music have blurred; and live perfor-

mance can be seen as a representation of the recorded music. Australian Kevin Parker, whose behind the psychedelic pop 

group Tame Impala, is an ar tist that best fits the reversal of representation in music. Tame Impala is not a band in the tradi-

tional sense that group of musicians get together, practice, write songs, and then record them in a studio.

It’s largely a misconception that Tame Impala is a band,” he says. “We play as a band on stage but it’s really not how 

it is at all on the album. The album is just me. (Parker, 2016)

Tame Impala’s musical composition is the output of an individual. Something that is achievable in the 21st century due to 

technology’s advancement and the ease that one person can produce a sound that previously was only achievable by many. 

However while modern computer technology enables the individual to displace others and be every member of a band 

simultaneously, technology has also seen that recorded music has little value economically. Music is a product that is a prime 

Fig. 2.01 Mozart composing at a piano in his study in Kahlenberg near Vienna. (BBC, n.d.).

IMAGE REDACTED FOR COPYRIGHT PURPOSES
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Live music is one of the most intoxicating (literally and metaphorically in some cases) experiences that people can be a 

par t of both individually and socially, of which architecture is fundamental ingredient. While stage designs have evolved 

into remarkable structural and technological showpieces, like the work of architecture firm Stufish and their design for the 

U2360° 

example of digital deflation where content loses value in the crossover from physical to digital consumption. Between the 

decade 1999 to 2009, total revenue dropped from US$ 14.6 billion to $6.3 Billion (Goldman, 2010). Some of which could 

be contributed to the Global Financial Crisis, but predominantly the advent of internet downloads, legal or otherwise. Hence 

from an economic perspective, live music, an ar tist putting on a show, is largely becoming the primary avenue to generate 

income in the industr y. This is why Kevin Parker must also form what he refers to as a “covers band” (Parker, 2016), to play 

the music he produces in the flesh to a live audience. While genuine musicians don’t tour just for purely for financial reasons, 

they often thoroughly enjoy performing live, there is economic value in live performance. In saying this, the monetar y value 

of live music pales in comparison to experiential, social value. 

And, still, the most powerful thing I know of in entertainment is the live experience. The performer onstage receiving the 

adulation of the fans—there’s nothing like it, and that’s never going away. (Azoff, 2009)

           tour among others, such concer ts and shows 

occupy “what is probably, acoustically, the worst sounding 

venues on the planet: spor ts stadiums, basketball arenas 

and hockey arenas” (Byrne, 2010). The merits of these 

spaces are few, both acoustically and architecturally, 

because they are multi-purpose, rather than specifically 

designed for performing ar ts. Yet, because of popular 

music’s reach, such venues are the only spaces that are 

capable enough of holding large audiences.  

Modern music is composed for the individual experience. 

However, if you consider that music is in a way a language, 

that language is spoken in the social environment of a live performance. Unlike historical forms of music where the 

composition and performance are explored in the same place, today there is a disconnect between where the music is 

composed for, the digital, and where it is performed, the analogue. 

Fig. 2.02 U2360° Tour in San Siro, Milan. (U2, n.d.).

IMAGE REDACTED FOR COPYRIGHT PURPOSES



The relationship between architecture and music exists as that between the performance and the space in which it is 

performed, but also relates in creative analogy. The famous quote by Johann Wolfgang Von Goeth claims: “Music is liquid 

architecture; Architecture is frozen music” (Wolfgang Von Goeth, n.d.).  The argument for such ideas between architecture 

and music as creative forms centre on the compositional adjectives of rhythm and harmony, symmetry and repetition 

(Mohamed Dewidar, n.d.). Such observations have served as inspiration for countless examples of architecture, to the point 

it would seem that architecture is envious of music as an ‘ar t’ form. However, this is understandable. The architect does not 

have the creative freedoms of the composer, cer tainly not in the contemporary technological age, where musical possibilities 

are limitless. Architecture is bound and limited by the construction of buildings, music is free to sculpt and generate sound 

fluidly, “in abstract music the form and content – or in its case the sound and sense – are one integrated thing” (Jencks, 

2013). A simple Google search of “architecture inspired by music” reveals a raft of buildings with wavy, repetitive forms and 

such architectural concepts are about designing buildings that ‘look’ like music. But the difficulty of creating form that works 

with such interpretations is that “music is experience over time, whereas architecture is grasped as a spatial whole” and 

architecture is experienced at different perspectives through different movements.  (Jencks, 2013). The user of architecture 

has a greater freedom to interpret and experience it than the listener of music does to perceive the composition. When such 

translations from music to architecture are explored they inevitably are the subject of moods and stereotype. 

Daniel Libeskind’s Jewish Museum in Ber lin was inspired, in par t, by Arnold Schoenburg’s unfinished opera, Moses and Aaron, 

and as a trained musician has a bearing of understanding on potential translations (Jencks, 2013). 

For instance, his long thin stairway, punctured by angular struts and underscored by dark stone, is a natural echo of the 

mood created in Albinoni’s Adagio in the key of G minor. This has a descending base-line that repeats again and again 

− ‘going down, going down’ as it were − a naturally expressive form of sadness, as stereotyped as using a minor key in 

the context of death. (Jencks, 2013)

The Experience Music Project in Seattle, by Frank Gehry, is a prime example of such interpretations through stereotype. 

It’s curvy asymmetrical form is stylistically ‘Gehry,’ but also invoking of 1960’s psychedelic counter culture, with purpleish 

hues to spark nostalgia of the Seattle native, and music legend Jimi Hendrix. Such symbolistic translations of music narrative 

to architecture, deny the existence of a richer common ground. It does not architecturalise the music itself, but the 

peripheral elements of the music of the time. That is complication of architecture as ‘frozen’ music, the look of music 
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is defined by the elements that surround it, the people, the clothing, the movements, the colours. The symbols that are 

associated with those sounds. Architecture that plays into these motifs proves that it is in the envy of music, in the vein 

that “all ar t constantly aspires toward the condition of music” (Pater, n.d.) It tr ivialises architecture’s relationship to music, 

downplaying its true impor tance to it. Architecture is of vital impor tance  From a musician’s perspective, the question of 

what music looks like, relates to movement, not frozen object. A cer tain chord looks like the shape of the hand figured to 

produce that par ticular sound across a fretboard, or a piano, or whatever respective analogue interaction. That is what music 

‘looks’ like, it corresponds to the method of creating music.

Fig. 2.03 The Museum of Pop Culture (formerly Experience Music Project) at the Seattle Center. (Cacophony, 2006.)

IMAGE REDACTED FOR COPYRIGHT PURPOSES



Fig. 3.01 Parody of  the Christchurch City Council Logo. 



Track 03

The great Fire of London enabled Christopher Wren to build St Paul’s Cathedral. Lisbon gained an elegant 

neo-classical city centre after their 18th centur y earthquake and deluge. Tokyo has been rebuilt several times 

following earthquakes and fires. Napier has become known as New Zealand’s charming art deco city, after the 

devastating 1930s earthquake. 

Tim Nees

Christchurch city is (now) the third most populous urban area in New Zealand and the largest in the countr y’s South Island 

(Statistics New Zealand, 2016). Established in 1848 by the Canterbury Association in honour of Christ Church in Oxford, 

England (Ministr y for Culture and Heritage, n.d.), the city lies just to nor th of Banks Peninsula on the Canterbury Plains, 

and is, with the exception of a few hill suburbs and the Por t of Lyttelton, entirely flat. Hence the nickname ‘Flat White’, a 

reference to the city’s terrain, predominantly Pakeha population and the popular espresso coffee beverage enjoyed by New 

Zealanders. The city was by and large an attempt to recreate a little slice of England in the South Pacific, with ChristChurch 

Cathedral at its centre (Christchurch City Libraries, n.d.). Embracing the Gothic Revival style of architecture, it became the 

city’s most recognisable landmark (Heritage New Zealand, n.d.). The cathedral acted as both a geographical and cultural 

centre point for the city. It was historically, the city’s most prominent architectural form.

In the ear ly hours of September 4, 2010, an ear thquake struck west of the city measuring 7.3 on the Richter scale. While 

widespread damage occurred, there were no fatalities. However some 6 months later, the 22 February 2011, the city was 

struck again, this time a 6.3 magnitude, but just 5 kilometres below the surface (Ministr y for Culture and Heritage, n.d.). 

It is among one of the highest ground acceleration events ever recorded in an urban area (GNS Science, 2012); and the 

consequences were catastrophic: 185 fatalities (New Zealand Police), an entire central city that either collapsed or had to 

be demolished, eastern suburbs completely upended by liquefied ground (Ministr y for Culture and Heritage, 2016). It is 

needless to say the now overriding subject of Christchurch’s 160 year heritage. As many local’s will attest to, tell someone 

your from Christchurch and the ear thquakes are always a topic of conversation. Nothing has more power to rewrite the 

histor y books like Mother Nature. For all possible human endeavours, it can be completely undone in minutes by the Ear th’s

Seismic Shifts and Donut Cities
architectural implications of earthquakes



many, and sometimes disastrous, workings. Somehow, a small cathedral, built in ode to the colonising power seems nothing 

but a small anecdote in the passage of time. Naturally the stone construction of the ChristChurch Cathedral, which is 

perfectly stable in the British Isles, was completely ruined by New Zealand’s geographically seismic climate. Six years on it 

still lays in ruin, subject to debate on whether it should be repaired, rebuilt or replaced (Gates, 2016). However impor tant 

to the city as an icon, whether it is saved or not is largely irrelevant. It’s stor y will always be a subject of Christchurch’s new 

historical narrative, the ear thquakes. Disaster, whether natural or human caused, lingers in memory and documented histor y 

more than anything else, par ticular ly so over what are, at the end of the day, just buildings. In saying this, disaster can highlight 

the difference between building and architecture. People rarely hesitate to demolish building, but we like to save architecture 

often for no other reason than that architecture is just large historical ar tefact. Building is fact. Architecture is an idea. 

Architecture is the cultural value, the perception, the human mind’s interpretation of building. Despite this an ear thquake is 

force that can quite easily overcome the integrity of building, and hence no matter how valuable the architecture may be, it 

will have to be demolished, if not already. 

Christchurch is not the first place in Aotearoa to have suffered the destructive forces of tectonic movements. The most 

notable example is the Nor th Island town of Napier, which in 1931 was completely devastated by a 7.8 magnitude ear thquake. 

256 people lost their lives in the disaster (Ministr y for Culture and Heritage, 2016). The tragedy however, best highlights 

the architectural relationship to ear thquakes, that with great disaster comes great oppor tunity and disaster redefines place. 

After being overwhelmingly levelled, Napier was rebuilt in the Ar t Deco style, (popular in the 1930’s), and as a consequence 

has gained architectural significance¬. Napier is often considered the Ar t Deco capital of the world (Leland, 2012), and 

was recognised by UNESCO as “first and foremost of outstanding value to all New Zealanders” (O’Sullivan, 2011). The 

ear thquake and it’s subsequent rebuilding of the town, is the most impor tant feature in Napier’s histor y and the same will 

ver y likely be true for Christchurch. The question remains, what role architecture will have in Christchurch’s rewritten histor y 

books?
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Fig. 3.02 Napier’s Art Deco Architecture. (Hawkes Bay Tourism, n.d.).

Fig. 3.03 Dust clouds caused by the 22 February earthquake. (Gillian Needham, 2011.)

IMAGE REDACTED FOR COPYRIGHT PURPOSES
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Track 04

The Christchurch Town Hall is one of New Zealand’s most architecturally significant buildings and the city’s principal venue 

for performing ar ts. The Hall consists of the main 2600 seat auditorium, and the 1000 seat James Hay Theatre. Designed by 

Christchurch architects Sir Miles Warren and Maurice Mahoney, the Hall opened in 1972 on the banks of the Avon River, just 

to nor th of Cathedral Square (Warren and Mahoney, n.d.).  The building at the time of writing is undergoing an extensive 

restoration as a result of the February 2011 ear thquake, with an intended reopening in 2018 (Warren and Mahoney, n.d.).

The Christchurch Town Hall is one of New Zealand’s most impor tant pieces of architecture. It proved to shape much of New 

Zealand’s architectural landscape from thereafter. Had they not won the competition in 1966, New Zealand architecture 

would look very different today, as Sir Miles Warren and Maurice Mahoney would not have built one of New Zealand’s 

largest practices. Wellington would not have its Michael Fowler Centre, a near replication of the Christchurch Town Hall, 

much of Christchurch would have looked vastly different. The Town Hall was the centre piece of Warren and Mahoney’s 

distinctive concrete “constructivist” forms (Christchurch City Libraries, n.d.). 

In 1966, the Christchurch City Council held an architectural competition for the commission of the design of a new town 

hall. Some 58 entries were received, proving to be one of the most impor tant events of modern architecture histor y in New 

Zealand (NZIA, 1966). Of the 58 entries, six were selected for the second round of judging (NZIA, 1966); however one 

par ticular entr y was singled out, that did not make the final six. 

Peter Beaven was one of Christchurch’s most prolific architects, practicing from 1949 until his passing in 2012. Responsible 

for some of the region’s most landmark buildings, including the striking Chateau Commodore Hotel, Tonbridge Mews, Queen 

Elizabeth II Park, and the prized Lyttelton Tunnel Control Building, winner of the NZIA Gold Medal in 1966; Beaven was a 

key figure in the development of the ‘Christchurch School,’ (Barrie, 2009) a unique post-war architectural movement to the 

region. Warren and Mahoney were the central architects of the style, having returned from Britain in the 1950’s bringing the 

Modernist genre of Brutalism to New Zealand (Christchurch Modern, 2008). However, Beaven was very much the anti-thesis 

of Sir Miles Warren, moving away from the shackles of modernism and drafting his own unique romantic, gothic influenced, 

neo-vernacularism (Barrie, 2009). Renowned Wellington architect Roger Walker compares Miles and Peter’s rivalr y to that 

of the great Italian spor ts car makers Enzo Ferrari and Ferrucio Lamborghini, “who in the car world used their rivalr y to 

elevate their endeavours to great achievement” (2012).

Stairway to Beaven
the town hall and christchurch architecture



Fig. 4.01 Christchurch Town Hall Exterior. (Te Ara, 
2012). 

Fig. 4.02 Perpective Drawing of Entry No. 17. (Peter Beaven, 1966.) 

IMAGE REDACTED FOR COPYRIGHT PURPOSES
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Peter Beaven was one those 58 entrants who submitted a design for the Christchurch Town Hall, of which his design was 

applauded, but budget concerns saw to it that it would not progress to the second round of judging, even though it was 

understood that Beaven apparently came second in the competition. (Barrie, 2009).

The design was one of the most adventurous and original submitted but would be difficult to execute within the 

stipulated budget. The planning capitalises to the full on the fine park setting, and in spite of its acknowledged debt to 

Aalto and Scharoun, it is still an original work. (Jur y of The Christchurch Town Hall Competition, 1966). 

Comparing the plans of Warren and Mahoney to that of Beaven’s composition, it is clear to see the unique differences. 

Warren’s work clear ly displaying rigorous or thogonality and symmetry, and Beaven’s seemingly wafting along the banks of the 

Avon River and embracing its park like setting. Taking nothing away from the realised work that was Warren and Mahoney’s, 

you get the sense that “Entr y No. 17” remains one of New Zealand’s great unbuilt staples of architecture. Clear ly, Beaven 

was confident of this (Fig. 4.05), appealing the result and claiming that his design could be built for given budget; and showing 

his passion for the city and it’s architecture.

This Town Hall is the most important building Christchurch will ever get. I suppose the more designs which are considered, 

the better will be the result. (Beaven, 1966)

Fig. 4.03 Plan of The Christchurch Town Hall Entry No. 16. (Warren and Mahoney, 1966.)



Fig. 4.04 Plans of Christchurch Town Hall Entry No. 17. (Peter Beaven, 1966.)
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The Christchurch Town Hall acts as the contextual inser tion point for this research of which to base the compositional 

narrative within. Christchurch’s post-quake architectural landscape is underwhelming at best. While the rebuild might be 

producing perfectly acceptable buildings there is a lot to be desired in terms of architecture. Architects have defended the 

designs, their logic dictating that it is difficult to design a building in a street that has been completely demolished. Apparently 

architects need something called context in order to create new architecture (Hill, 2013). The argument could be made that 

perhaps the architecture profession is lacking some imagination. It is as if the glass boxes are indeed a reflection of their 

context, as Christchurch’s vast, empty and desolate Central Business District lends itself to architects composing architecture 

of a similar nature: vast, empty and desolate boxes.  Joe Bennet’s satir ical poke at Christchurch architecture seems worringly 

accurate:

 “Aren’t those designs all a bit, well, you know?” says Diffident, peeping out from behind a trophy that the practice won 

last year for Mirror Glass Acreage.

“A bit what?” asks Funk.

“Well, you know, similar. All concrete and flat roofs and masses of glass.” (Bennett, 2013)

While architecture should be more than just a stylistic veneer applied to building, we sometimes must concede that people 

just want beautiful, interesting buildings in which to work, eat, sleep and play. There is nothing wrong with glass boxes, but it 

is rather difficult to get excited about them. And if the architects of the rebuild make the argument that context is needed 

to create new architectural identity, glass boxes will probably lead to more glass boxes. Buildings are responsible for keeping 

people, safe, warm, cool, sheltered. Architecture, just like music, exists to make life interesting, to make the daily grind 

more enjoyable, to help society thrive. One popular design motif seems to be over ly expressive, and perhaps exaggerated, 

structural elements, such as cross bracing.

The structures have become much more robust and architects are expressing the structure more. There is a feeling that 

the building occupiers will feel safer being able to see those structural elements. (Hill, 2013)

While it may be an admirable design approach to por tray a sense of safety in architecture in a region such as Christchurch, 

the truth is that as an architectural expression, it says that these buildings are nothing more than boxes to keep you safe 

from unpredictable ground movement. It suggests that our architects, engineers and building professionals do not think they 

have the trust of the building’s occupants. People should have the confidence that when they enter a building that is a safe 



Fig. 4.05 Recreation of Beaven’s letter. 
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place, without the architect having to use design techniques to remind them that it is up to code. It could also be said that

architects presume that the city’s people live in a constant paranoia of the ground opening up beneath them. Although 169 

people tragically lost their lives within the Four Avenues, 115 alone in the CTV Building (New Zealand Police), the February 

ear thquake recorded a 1.88 G peak ground acceleration in the central business district (GNS Science, 2012), which resulted 

in 1240 buildings in the central business having to be demolished (Gates, 2015). Yet, most of these building managed to 

survive enough to let people escape tragedy. Many people have suffered great stress from the disaster and its consequences, 

the buildings constructed immediately after the ear thquakes seem to be nothing more than a reminder that such terrible 

things happened, rather than providing a glimpse into a promising exciting future for the city. 

This thesis sets out to explore a methodology that can produce a richer architecture by analogising the way in which music 

has progressed and continues to evolve; questioning the definition of originality, and what we consider new. To study what has 

been done and see what can be from it. History is like a giant Lego set. Sometimes you have to break it all down to its pieces 

to build something new.  Peter Beaven’s “Entr y No. 17” is the Lego set that this research methodology divulges and uses 

to generate new architectural identity. The way in which architecture references its place, the context and its surroundings 

does not have to be obvious. 

Histor y is like a giant Lego set. 
Sometimes you have to break it 
all down to its pieces to build 

something new.













Track 05

“I’ll Take That Thank You!”
explorations into sampling architecture



Fig. 5.01 Translation of sampling techniques into architectural composition. 
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Music sampling is essentially the process of taking an existing piece or snippet of recorded sound or music, morphing, looping 

and reusing in a new composition. A sor t of ‘audio recycling’ if you will. Sampling came to the fore circa 1980, with advent of 

the first digital samplers and completely changed music composition. It gave bir th to completely new genres. “All of a sudden, 

ar tists could sample from anything and everything that came before them…” (Ronson, 2014). 

Since sampling’s inception and its heyday in the ear ly nineties with ar tists such as the Beastie Boys and Public Enemy, it has 

been a contentious topic on its intrinsic creative values. There are those, often who create and compose in the traditional 

sense, i.e . with an instrument and from thyself, that criticise sampled music as being less creative or lazy, an argument often 

used by “rockists” to discriminate hip hop (Ronson, 2014), a genre which is founded on sampling. Counter to this, sampling 

can be viewed as just another form of borrowing from the past, and in fact that all musicians borrow other forms of music to 

create new sounds. Sampling however, is just a direct injection of histor y, as opposed to an interpreted one, where musicians 

are inspired by ar tists that came before them. Pro-sampling figures believe that music is evolutionary, nothing is completely 

original, and hence the legitimacy of sampling is fair. Most of the time, yes, music is evolutionary, inspired and influenced 

by what came before. Yet, sometimes there are instances where discovery is made through instrumental exploration, quite 

simply pushing the boundaries or conventions outside of an instrument’s or technology’s original intent. Whether or not this 

an excuse to directly use someone else’s work and use it as your own, is something that still is of debate. 



Fig. 5.02 3D Warehouse models used to source samples. 

Royal Albert Hall

U2 Zoo TV

U2360

ChristChurch Cathedral

Walt Disney Concert Hall

Hollywood Bowl

Christchurch Town Hall

Madison Square Garden

To translate the concept of sampling into architecture the process first required source material from which to sample 

from. The SketchUp 3D Warehouse is a massive librar y of free available three dimensional models that can be loaded into 

the computer modelling software. These first iterations were quick experiments to test out how the the compositional 

methodology might operate. 

Dismantling the sourced models, breaking down their three dimensional composition and taking just one small section, 

creates a sample. The sample is then modulated, with a delay or phase like effect. To create a new composition, the basic 

principle of looping the sample is applied, where the sample is repeated at par ticular inter vals. This in reality is no different to 

columns along a wall or building envelope, and the issue of how do you repeat something without it becoming monotonous 

is relevant to both music and architecture. 
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ChristChurch Cathedral

Christchurch Town Hall

Walt Disney Concert Hall

Madison Square Garden

Fig. 5.03 Sourced 3D models and corresponding composed samples.



Fig. 5.04 Sample A, composed from geometry of the 3d model of Madison Square Garden. 
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Fig. 5.05 Sample B, composed from geometry of the 3d model of the Walt Disney Concert Hall.



Fig. 5.06 Sample C, composed from geometry of the 3d model of  The Christchurch Town Hall. 
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Fig. 5.07 Sample D, composed from geometry of the 3d model of the ChristCHurch Cathedral.



Fig. 5.08 Plan of the sampled composition on the north frame site. Differenent scales of repetition are 
used and in different directions to translate between music and architectural composition.
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Following the creation of the samples, compositional strategies were exercised to test ways in which sampling could be used 

to compose architectural threshold, applying the way music is produced in stereo, i.e . a two speaker set up - left and right.  

The main sample, or what would be considered the hook or riff, comprised of sample A and sample B, is mirrored, the right 

channel with a delay like effect, quick repetition that fades in amplitude. The void inbetween the two channel’s becomes 

space. Basic architectural exploration; place two thresholds at a distance and then you have space as a consequence. 

Fig. 5.09 Elevation of sampled composition





49Fig. 5.10 Perspective of sampled composition, from across the Avon River. 
Silhouette of The Christchurch Town Hall seen in the foreground.



A step back was taken to identify if a formula could be established to produce architectural expression through sampling. 

In parallel to this, the exploration was an attempt to use sampling as a means of addressing the historical context of place, 

perhaps offering a way in which to negotiate heritage issues. The ChristChurch Cathedral window was sampled to explore 

this. A three step process was established. 

SAMPLE - Extract a piece of date that forms the basis of new composition. 

MODULATE - Add/subtract, distor t, effect the sample to create a hook or riff. Give the form new expression.

LOOP - Repeat the modulated sample in sequence to create thresholds.

The last two steps can be repeated in definitely at different scales to keep producing or modulating thresholds.
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Fig. 5.11 Explorations of modulated sampling of the feature window of 
the ChristChurch Cathedral, attempting to establish compositional formula.



Fig. 5.12 Explorations of modulated sampling of the feature window of 
the ChristChurch Cathedral, attempting to establish compositional formula.

While these compositions exist as abstracted form not bound to a concept of construction, the compostional logic of object 

in a sequence like music in time has been of understanding since the sixth century. That music and architecture are bound 

by a cosmic code, revealed by mathematics and geometr y. (Jencks, 2013).

Renaissance architects saw the cosmic connections in simple ratios such as 1:1 (a sound repeating itself, or the 

architecture of a square room), and 2:1 (the octave, a str ing doubled or halved in length, or in building the double-square 

front of a temple) (Jencks, 2013).

However, music now is far more complex and diverse being, less ‘pure’ if you will; and translating methodolgy from music 

to architecture requires a dense analogical understanding. Architecture is not linear like music. It can be read backwards, 

interpreted form different perpectives. It can be percieved as ar t in the foreground, or urbanism in the background (Jencks, 

2013). It’s intepretations and meanings are many and it morphs into want we want it to be. 
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The similarites between the composition of architecture and music naturally extend to role of the composer and the architect. 

Brian Eno in his 1979 lecture The Studio as a Compositional Tool elaborates on the process that the classical composer works 

through to produce their compositions.

Compare that to the transmission inter vals in a classical sequence: the composer writes a piece of music in a language 

that might not be adequate to his ideas... He has to, in fact, use a language that, like all languages, will shape what he 

wants to do. Of course, any good composer understands that and works within that framework of limitations. Finally he 

has something on the page, and by a process this arr ives at a conductor. The conductor looks at that, and if he isn’t in 

contact with the composer, his job is to make an interpretation of it on the basis of what he thinks the composer meant, 

or whatever it is he’d like to do. There’s ver y likely another transmission loss here - there won’t be an identity between 

what he supposes and what the composer supposes. Then the conductor has the job of getting a group of probably 

intransigent musicians to follow his instructions, to realize this image of the music he has. Those of you who work with 

classical musicians know what a dreadful task this is , not to be wished on anyone. (Eno, 1979).

Taking this passage and replacing the word ‘composer’ with ‘architect,’ the logic is exactly the same; “the architect designs a 

piece of architecture in a language that might not be adequate to their ideas... They have to specify things in terms of a number 

of available construction techniques. They have to, in fact, use a language that, like all languages, will shape what he wants to 

do.” The process of composing, to having the composition performed is metaphorically an identical path of communication to 

an architect having a design built. 

...and by a process this arrives at a builder. The builder looks at that, and if he isn’t in contact with the architect, his job is to make 

an interpretation of it on the basis of what he thinks the architect meant, or whatever it is he’d like to do. There’s ver y likely another 

transmission loss here - there won’t be an identity between what he supposes and what the architect supposes. Then the builder has 

the job of getting a group of probably intransigent apprentices to follow his instructions, to realize this image of the architecture he 

has. Those of you who work with building apprentices know what a dreadful task this is, not to be wished on anyone.
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Track 06

This is a Building By...
covers, renditions and interpretations of architecture



Fig. 6.01 Plans of Christchurch Town Hall Entry No. 17. (Peter Beaven, 1966.)
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An integral piece of composing music, or being a composer is the cover version, the rendition or performance of another’s 

music. Playing someone else’s songs is often how musicians learn to write their own. It’s how you begin to understand the 

basics of putting together a piece of music. But even the most successful musicians and composers tend to continue to play 

others songs right through their careers. Probably because playing songs we like is thoroughly enjoyable. But when we hear a 

musician playing another’s music what we are hearing is their interpretation of it. Sometimes it may be similar to the original, 

or sometimes there may be explicit intentional differences. 

Where the sampling experiments dealt with using a simple means to create new from old, there was no context or framework 

to sample within. Here the step is taken to create a rendition from an existing work; Peter Beaven’s Christchurch Town Hall 

entr y. The decision was made to move away from the Catherdral, because of the cultural baggage and move to the Town 

Hall as it’s programmatically more relevant. However, Beaven’s unbuilt design is ‘covered’ rather than the existing Warren 

and Mahoney design as Beaven’s work provides more oppor tunity for interpretaion, because it only exists as lines on a page.  





61Fig. 6.02 Plans of Entry No. 17 interpreted through colour to understand 
the spacial relationships of the composition.



The rendition consists of a three dimensional computer model of the main auditorium interpreted from the three plans and 

single perspective drawing of “Entr y No. 17” found in the NZIA Journal ar ticle on the competition in 1966.

As a means to understand the design, plans were colourised to highlight the park like setting in which it is presumed Beaven 

had imagined. 

In some sense the model is an interpretation or a rendition of the design, but it is also archeological. The process of creating 

a model from just plans is not unlike an archeologist attempting to create a rendition of a dinosaur merely from the fossils 

that remain. It is both an interpretation and a hypothesis on what it may have looked like.
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Fig. 6.03 A reinterpretation or “remix” of Beaven’s plan on to the chosen 
siteof exploration
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Fig. 6.04 Section of the interpreted 3D Model produced from Beaven’s 
plans
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Fig. 6.05 Plans of the interpreted 3D Model produced from Beaven’s plans.



Fig. 6.06 Exterior perspective of the interpreted 3D Model produced from Beaven’s plans.
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Fig. 6.07 Interior perspective of the interpreted 3D Model produced from Beaven’s plans.





71Fig. 6.08 Exterior perspective of the interpreted 3D Model produced from Beaven’s plans.



Fig. 6.10 Exterior perspective of the interpreted 3D 
Model produced from Beaven’s plans.
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Fig. 6.09 Sectional concept sketch exploring possible new interpretations of Beaven’s design. 



Fig. 7.01 Sketch interpreting the underling geometric relationships of Beaven’s of composition



Track 07

As par t of deciphering of Beaven’s plans, geometric exploration into how the space was composed was a key strategy. Unlike 

the design of Miles Warren, with its clear symmetry and or thogonality, the compositional relationship of Beaven’s work is 

less clear. The composition hides symmetry within asymmetry. It would appear that Victoria Street was the main axis, which 

runs on 45 degree angle nor thwest to southeast. The main auditorium’s western edge backs on to this axis, and it is likely 

that the composition of the main auditorium acted as the compositional anchor that the rest of the plan was formed from.

Walk the Line
establishing geometric foundations

Fig. 7.02 Sketch interpreting the underling geometric relationships of Beaven’s of composition



Fig. 7.03 Interpreted geometric relationships of Beaven’s of composition, skewed exploded plan.
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Fig.7.04 Interpreted geometric relationships of Beaven’s of composition



Fig.7.05 Core geometries of Beaven’s composition lifted from the plans.
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This core geometric relationship forms the compositional foundation to create a new architectural interpretation. The nature 

of the Christchurch grid means that this geometic exploration can be adapted to a new site easily. The geometries are 

rotated 45 degrees clockwise and shifted so that the main axis that formely lined with Victoria Street is now lined up with 

Colombo street, running Nor th to South. Fur ther geometries are extrapolated on the new site from the orginal analysis and 

key features and landmarks such as the existing Christchurch Town Hall and the Edmond’s Band Rotunda.

Fig. 7.06 Geometries rotated 45 degrees to abstract onto the new site of exploration. 



VICTORIA

TOWN HALL

Fig. 7.07 Beaven’s compositional geometries abstracted on to 
the north frame site. Relationships are extrapolated  further to 
establish greater context with the The Christchurch Town Hall, 
the Edmonds Band Rotunda and Victoria Square. This acts as 
the anchoring element of new exploration. 
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Track 08

Do the Evolution
iterative development of architectural interpretations



Fig. 8.01 Establishing techniques of geometric sampling through iterative testing in plan. Samples of 
the Berliner Philharmonie can be see at the origin point of the predominant form.
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With the geometric foundations established, sampling is reintroduced to create a new interpretation. Where previously 

sampling had been a process that automates the generation of an architectural output, here the concept revolves around 

using it as compositional tool. Within the interpretation, the programmatic operation takes the established convention of a 

concer t venue and flips it on it’s head. Contemporary music is something that surrounds, rather than directed at us. People 

everywhere go about their daily lives with impossible vir tual acoustic environments in tow. Walk down a street and surely 

the number of people wearing headphones outweighs those not, and modern music is less and less an acoustic experience 

and a synthetic, electrified one. 

The main ‘auditorium’ concept puts the audience in the middle and the performer around the outside, where the music or 

sound is projected from different angles to create a 360 degree audio environment. This concept is a reversal of the vineyard 

style auditorium largely established by Hans Scharoun and his design for the Ber liner Philharmonie in 1960. His theory that 

Fig. 8.02 Futher sketch exploration of the geometric foundations to explore new poten-
tial relationships and axis.



Fig. 8.03 Composition of plan through geometric sampling of the Berliner Philharmonie within 
the anchoring framework that is the abstracted geometries of Beaven’s composotion
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“people always gather in circles when listening to music informally” (Shield, 2000). This being the same piece of architecture 

that shows great influence in “Entr y No. 17,” which Beaven drafted just some 3 years after the completion of Scharoun’s 

work. This creative lineage is what drives this new interpretation. The composition begins with the plan, extracting samples 

from the plans of the Ber liner Philharmonie and positioning them with in the established geometric template. Geometries 

are extrapolated from the sample sections and intersected with template geometries which are manipulated around the 

programmatic concept. 

Fig. 8.04 Composition of plan through geometric sampling of the Berliner Philharmonie within 
the anchoring framework that is the abstracted geometries of Beaven’s composotion overlayed 
into the site context.



Fig. 8.05 Exploring geometric sampling in section. Geometries from sections of the interpreted 
model of “Entry No.17” can be seen being extrapolated into the new composition, as well 
small samples of the roof section of the Berliner Philharmonie.
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The same geometric sampling techniques were used to extropolate sections. The geometric data comes from both the 

Ber liner Philharmonie and the section of the previously modelled “Entr y No. 17” interpretation.



Fig. 8.06 Composition of sections through geometric sampling. Creating variable density of form 
and exploring the vertical relationships of the formerly composed plan.
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Fig. 8.07 Composition of the long section of the intended main auditorium through geometric 
sampling. Creating variable density of form and exploring the vertical relationships of the 
formerly composed plan.



Fig. 8.08 Site plan of the 3d compositon translated into digital medium.
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The analogue sampling process are then conver ted into digital 

format. The plans and sections are looped together to generate 

a three dimensional reinterpretation of Beaven’s original plan, 

but reorganised around the new parameters. In some ways it 

can be read as a ‘new’ composition, and others still a rendition, 

albeit vastly abstracted from the source material.



Fig. 8.09 Floor plan of the 3d compositon translated into digital medium.
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Fig. 8.10  Section of the 3d compositon translated into digital 
medium, overlyaed by the corresposnding  analogue explorations.



Fig. 8.11 Long section of the composed main auditorium translated 
into digital medium, overlyaed by the corresposnding  analogue 
explorations.
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Fig. 8.12 Perspective of the composed main auditorium translated 
into digital medium, in site context.
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Fig. 8.13 Perspective of the 3d composition translated in digital 
medium, in site context.
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This second iteration of the composition reinterprets the main auditorium as a semi-enclosed amphitheatre, that is connected 

to both the smaller auditorium and the original Christchurch Town Hall across the river.
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Fig. 8.14 Perspective of the alternative iteration 3d composition 
translated in digital medium, in site context.
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Fig. 8.15 Perspective of the alternative iteration 3d composition 
translated in digital medium, in site context.



Fig. 8.16 Perspectives of the alternative iteration 3d composition 
translated in digital medium, in site context.
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doors and chords
explorations from music to architecture

EXCERPTS FROM THE FINAL CHAPTER



Track 09

Compositional Conclusions
from music to architecture and back 



Following the iterative testing of the geometric sampling methods, a step back toward the plan was initiated. While 

architecture’s role in music venues is often considered to be the realm of acoustics, realistically it is the relationship between 

the performers and audience that is a truer focus of architecture’s role with music. Such a relationship is something that is 

best explored through the traditional means of the plan. The plan is the most concise, raw, interpretation of architecture. 

It is a language, perhaps much like musical notation, but for architecture. As the research is framed by the analogue/digital 

complex, the plan is explored through pencil and paper, questioning the relevance of such traditional analogue methods in 

the nanometre accurate digital drafting age. The value of the hand drawn plan is somewhat intangible, for if the goal is to 

produce the most supremely detailed and accurate plan possible, one does not use such old-style means. The value of such 

methods lies in imprecision, in its unforgiving nature and its ability to translate the personality of the drawer into abstracted 

media. Technology does not necessarily deem previous methods redundant, but offers new oppor tunity or perspective into 

what they can do that perhaps newer techniques might not. Much like the effects the invention of photography had on fine 

ar t, where painters of the impressionist movement attempted to capture life in ways that photography couldn’t (Muscato, 

n.d.). The architects first plan is like the musicians first demo tape. It is raw, uncompromising and the essence of the very 

idea they are tr ying to capture.
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Fig. 9.01 Initial plan exploration establishing programatic concept. 
Drawn at 1:750 on A1



Re-focusing the plan intends to build on the simple concept of the previous iterative development, where the relationship 

between performers and audience was reversed from the “vineyard style.” The programmatic concept of the plan is simply 

a permanent music festival, questioning the idea that architecture could act as the glass house for the cultivation of live 

music. Music festivals are where ar tists learn their craft. There are a variety of different scales of performance, often related 

to the popularity of the musician(s). The most popular, or headline acts as they are known, play on the biggest stages, to the 

biggest audience, and so and so for th. There often are different stages for different forms or genres of modern music, hence 

festivals paint the very diverse picture that is the world of music in the 21st Century. The architecture of music festivals  is 

often limited; conventional outdoor stages are the status quo, except for the Pyramid Stage at the renowned Glastonbury 

festival in England. But this exploration in plan intends to be a permanent installation that acts as a foundation for modern 

live music, encompassing its diversity, while complementing the existing civic facility that is the Christchurch Town Hall, and 

the wider urban area. The plan is composed of multiple venues at different scales. An outdoor buskers’ arena, 2 small ‘club’ 

sized venues, a larger standing only venue with a perimeter stage and seated theatre venue, where the stage and audience 

areas inter twine; an orchestra pit that audience sits in. These performance spaces are intended to re-think the interactions 

between performer and audience, on the basis that music is not something that is projected at you, but surrounds you. 

Music generally composed from many different sounds and instruments, and when these sounds are coming from different 

directions the music is far more immersive, less a sound object and more a sound experience. 
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Fig. 9.02 Second overlayed plan exploration establishing programatic 
concept. Drawn at 1:750 on A1



The largest venue is a semi enclosed auditorium/ampitheatre with a standing floor and seated areas. While the main stage 

is positioned in a traditional location, the stage branches out and around the audience area, creating multiple focus points 

for the audience, and eliminating the common “cheap” seats problem, where those at the back are not as immersed in the 

performance as those fur ther forwards. It is essentially a polycentric concer t hall. It also envisaged that interior surfaces of 

the venue are projectable. While music performance is about sound, lighting and video elements are as much a contributing 

ingredient to the experience (Williams, 2017). The building is a canvas for the performer to use to best communicate their 

music, or any performing ar t. 
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Fig. 9.03 Third overlayed plan exploration establishing programatic 
concept. Drawn at 1:750 on A1
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Fig. 9.04 Second overlayed plan exploration establishing programatic 
concept. This acts as the primary ground floor plan.
Drawn at 1:750 on A1



Fig. 9.05 Three dimensional programmatic anchors established from 
plan exploration.
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Fig. 9.06 Sampling methodology in 3d. Sample is created form a 
seection of the roof component of the interpreted model of “Entry 
No. 17.” 
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Fig. 9.07 Extracted sample from “Entry No. 17” extruded along 
geometry of the plan exploration to create three dimensional 
threhold. This is the primary method to compose the 3d 
interpretation of the plan exploration.



The representation of the three-dimensional composition is rendered in clay style for 

a simple reason. A central theme that has evolved in this research is interpretation, 

and that architecture is largely just an interpretation of building. The architecture we 

build is always at the mercy of anyone’s interpretation. The composition is rendered 

in such way so that it intentionally requires the viewer to interpret its possibility as 

a building. It acts more like a scale model in that sense, that it does not present the 

project as it would be in the real world, but as an abstract of its potential reality. 

When materiality is implied in the representation of architecture through computer 

rendering, it becomes a depiction of something that is tr ying to be real, as opposed 

to something that could be.
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Fig. 9.08 Site plan of the final compositon.



Fig. # Aerial perspective of the final 
compositon.

Fig. 9.09 Aerial perspective of the final 
compositon.
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Fig. 9.10 Aerial perspective of the final 
compositon.



Fig. 9.11 Perspective of the feature auditorium/ampitheatre 
revealing the variety of sampled form.
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1:500

Fig. 9.12 Ground floor plan of the final composition.
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1:500
Fig. 9.13 Floor plan of the final composition showing the 
middle stands of the main venue and “The Pit” venue.
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Fig. 9.14 Floor plan of the final composition 
showing the upper stands of the main venue.



Fig. 9.15 Section through the main auditorium/ampitheatre.

1:250
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Fig. 9.16 Section through the standling floor venue 
and “The Pit.”

1:250
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Fig. 9.17 Plan geometry extracted from previous interpretations 
and explorations (left) and sampled into 3D dimensional 
composition (right) via new plan exploration.
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Fig. 9.18  Plan geometry extracted from previous exploration (right) and 
sampled into 3D dimensional composition (below) via new plan exploration.



Fig. 9.19  Section geometry extracted from previous exploration (top right) and 
sampled into 3D dimensional composition (below) via new plan exploration.
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Fig. 9.20 Perspective of final composition looking 
east down Armagh Street.
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Fig. 9.21 Perspective of final composition looking 
west across the composition.
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Fig. 9.22 Perspective of the main atrium space in 
the main venue.



Fig. 9.23 Perspective of the main ampitheatre
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Fig. 9.24 Perspective of the main ampitheatre in 
show, highlighting the interior surfaces operating as 
screens for visual projection to highten the sense 
of immersion in the music. Realising the concept 
that together architecture and music together 
act as a threshold between analogue and digital 
media.





Track 10

This research set out to explore the similarities and differences between music and architecture within its contextual 

relationship of the performance space. Music and architecture are bound together as a phenomenological construct, as a 

tangible existence of sound in space and also in parallel as explorations of composition. It has long been thought that there is 

shared connection between the two in their respective compositional outputs, through translations of harmony and rhythm. 

Through the development of the methodology, sampling architecture via a variety of modes, scales and abstractions, the 

compositional conclusion offers insight into ways in which architecture can re-establish itself in a place where large volumes 

of context is lost. While this research was not intended as a reaction toward the state of the Christchurch architecture in 

the rebuild, the well documented narrative that it is largely underwhelming is an unavoidable subject. In hindsight, it should 

come as no surprise that sampling as a compositional tool provides a means to address architectural expression when you 

are star ting with a literal blank canvas. Sampling in its musical state ducks and dives around histor y to create new work, 

treating as librar y in which to borrow sounds. It varies in its success, often blatant nostalgia grabbing is the weaker output, 

think Vanilla Ice and his liberal reinterpretation of Under Pressure. However, when crafted carefully, selecting the source 

material thoughtfully, subtle nods to what came before can add a cultural, creative depth to the composition. The argument 

in this research is that although Christchurch has lost the vast majority of its CBD building stock and architecture along 

with it, there is architectural histor y which can be used as a star ting point to develop new architectural expression. Abstract 

sampling is just one possible method. The compositional language developed in these explorations is not translated from 

symbolic or stereotypical concepts to devise a form which speaks of music, it uses analogical methodology from music 

to help architecture asser t itself as its own ar t form. Architecture should not be in the envy of other creative disciplines, 

but acknowledge its role within in them. Innovation in architecture can create innovation in music. Architecture is like the 

smar tphone, and music all of the diverse, innovative apps that are consequence of new way to interact and communicate 

with other people. Architecture is the interface, music is the information. 

The evolution of the methodology operates through the concept of interpretation. The creative lineage of music evolves 

through interpretation as much as architecture does, sampling is just one way of interpreting something that has come 

before. Architecture is the interpretation of building in the same way that music is an interpretation of sound. 

Outro
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